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Abstract: In this work it is considered a circular Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) in a planar structure
with uniform distribution of the sensors and with a two-level hierarchical topology. At the lower level,
a cluster configuration is adopted in which the sensed information is transferred from sensor nodes to
a cluster head (CH) using a random access protocol (RAP). At CH level, CHs transfer information,
hop-by-hop, ring-by-ring, towards to the sink located at the center of the sensed area using TDMA
as MAC protocol. A Markovian model to evaluate the end-to-end (E2E) transfer delay is formulated.
In addition to other results such as the well know energy hole problem, the model reveals that for
a given radial distance between the CH and the sink, the transfer delay depends on the angular
orientation between them. For instance, when two rings of CHs are deployed in the WSN area, the E2E
delay of data packets generated at ring 2 and at the “west” side of the sink, is 20% higher than the
corresponding E2E delay of data packets generated at ring 2 and at the “east” side of the sink. This
asymmetry can be alleviated by rotating from time to time the allocation of temporary slots to CHs
in the TDMA communication. Also, the energy consumption is evaluated and the numerical results
show that for a WSN with a small coverage area, say a radio of 100 m, the energy saving is more
significant when a small number of rings are deployed, perhaps none (a single cluster in which the
sink acts as a CH). Conversely, topologies with a large number of rings, say 4 or 5, offer a better energy
performance when the service WSN covers a large area, say radial distances greater than 400 m.

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network; Markov process; protocol; Frame Slotted ALOHA; TDMA;
E2E delay

1. Introduction

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists of hundreds of small and low cost nodes or motes,
that are spatially dispersed in a wide area to monitor and capture physical parameters of a target area.
Nodes or sensors are powered with small and low cost batteries, and offers several capabilities such as
sensing information (temperature, humidity, speed of the wind, etc.), data processing (compression,
aggregation, ciphering, etc.) and transferring the data packets towards a gateway or central node,
named as sink. For those purposes sensors are organized in a hierarchical way, using the clustering
technique the most common practical solution. By clustering, a given number of nodes form a closed
set, where the group leader (CH) [1] has been chosen and automatically the remaining nodes become
members of the group.
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One type of random access protocol (RAP) [2] is usually chosen as basic communication scheme
between CH members and their CH. On the other hand, CHs communicate between themselves with
the idea of transferring the sensed information to the sink, typically using a deterministic protocol
such as Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) [3]. This topology has been recognized in the open
literature as a two tier cluster hierarchical WSN [4]. Two main approaches have been considered for
communication between CHs. The first one is a multi-hop routing scheme, in which the information
travels hop-by-hop, from one CH to another CH located in a position closer to the sink, i.e., CHs also
acts as relay nodes. In this first approach, the CHs near the sink process a large traffic load, a situation
that leads to a rapid depletion of the energy of those CHs, which results in the so-called problem of
the energy hole. These phenomena have been widely discussed quite frequently in the literature, [4,5].
In the second approach, each CH forwards the information directly to the sink (sensor-to-sink) i.e., CH
do not act as relay (intermediate) nodes. In this direct routing, we have the opposite effect: CHs away
from the sink consume more energy per bit than CHs near to the sink, therefore their batteries run out
faster than the batteries of the CHs near the sink [6,7].

In this work, sensors communicate with their CH by means of a simple RAP like Frame Slotted
ALOHA (FSA) [8], and the communication between CHs is implemented by means of a deterministic
protocol such as the TDMA adopting the hop-by-hop routing scheme. Our contribution is twofold;
on one hand we provide a Markovian model to evaluate the end-to-end (E2E) transfer delay of an
arbitrary data packet from the time it is originated at a given sensor until it reaches the sink. On the
other hand we have addressed the evaluation of the energy consumption of the WSN as a whole. E2E
delay and energy cost are key parameters that we have used as indicators of the performance of several
WSN topologies.

The paper offers the following structure. In Section 2 we give a basic description of related work.
In Section 3 we describe the WSN scenario. In Section 4 we deal with the communication model
where the Combi-Frame is defined, keeping in mind the concept of slot-reuse and routing strategy
for load balancing. Sections 5 and 6 is concerned with intra-cluster or intra-cell and inter-cluster or
inter-cell communications, respectively. In Sections 7 and 8 we formulate the end-to-end delay model
and the energy consumption model, respectively. Section 9 provides some illustrative results. Finally,
the conclusions and future work are reported in Section 10.

2. Related Work

Some previous works are partially in line with our contribution. In [9] a TDMA scheme based on
an innovative TreeMAC design is proposed. Using a tree topology, TreeMAC alleviates the energy hole
problem (nodes near the sink are more loaded than nodes away from the sink) but the evaluation of
the end-to-end delay is not provided. In [1] a cross layer non-linear optimization model is formulated
for a two tier WSN. The TDMA scheduling algorithm is based on the slot reuse concept (from cellular
networks) keeping in mind three interference criteria to be satisfied. While communication from
cluster members to the CH is restricted to one hop, communication between CHs and Gateways can be
multiple hop. After the inter-cluster slot assignment (no intra-cluster slot assignment is considered) the
nodal delay is approximated derived. The E2E delay is evaluated as the sum of the nodal delays along
the path to the sink. In [10] a cluster tree topology for WSN is considered and the E2E delay—local
transmission + inter-cluster transmission—is evaluated in a similar way to our proposal. However no
RAP for communication between sensors and CH is assumed. Instead, only a TDMA scheduling is
operative for inter CH communication in which three different sub-intervals conform a super-frame
(SF), i.e., the local receiving (LR) phase, the inter cluster transmitting (IT) phase and the inter cluster
receiving (IR) phase. As we do in our work, CHs forward collected data from their cluster members
to the sink through other CHs hop-by-hop. However, unlike [10], in our work we combine the
contention phase (FSA protocol) with the contention-free phase (TDMA scheduling) and derive an
exact expression for the E2E delay. In [11] the E2E analysis of a chain of K non-preemptive nodes from
sensor to the sink is investigated. Poisson arrival rate and exponential service time are assumed for
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high (control) and low (data) priority traffic. In order to save energy a vacation period with arbitrary
distribution is introduced just to capture the concept of sleep and wake-up modes. The authors use the
M/G/1 queue as an approach for the analysis of each individual node, and assume independence
between the nodes, so they ignore the coupling between consecutive nodes in the chain and the concept
of time slot reuse has not been taken into account. In contrast, in our approach, the data packets are
of fixed size, the periods of inactivity are also deterministic, and our model captures the coupling or
dependency between the neighboring nodes. In [12] a data gathering tree topology for WSN is studied.
As MAC protocol they use a TDMA slot assignment where each node is only permitted to send or
receive data during its assigned time slot. The difference with previous works with [12] and with our
work, is that the functions of time synchronization and sleep mode are added to the time intervals with
the main purpose of minimizing energy consumption and data delivery time. Also indicate that [12]
considers a single-level architecture, i.e., the concept of CH with its members and associated MAC is
not taken into account. On the other hand, a common feature of our work with [12] is the scheduling
of consecutive data packets to be forwarded from CH to CH in consecutive data mini-slots allocated in
the same time slot. In [13] a hybrid TDMA/CSMA MAC (TCH-MAC) layer protocol is proposed for a
two-tier architecture. CSMA with RTS/CTS control packets is considered for communication between
CH members and their CH. TDMA is the adopted MAC for inter CHs communication. Throughput
and energy consumptions are the parameters evaluated by simulation. The proposal is similar to our
protocol, but the contention period entails some more complexity due to the CSMA implementation.
In addition, the concept of reusing time slots is not implemented nor is the end-to-end delay analyzed.

In none of the proposals offered in [1,10,12,13] the energy hole problem [14] is treated.
In our work this has been considered. Additionally our contribution combine both, the local or
intra-communication between CH members and their CH and the inter-communication between CHs.
For intra-communication the FSA as RAP is implemented (although other candidates might have
been assumed). For inter-communication we design a deterministic time slot assignment, TDMA as
MAC protocol. The literature available in TDMA scheduling is quite extensive. For instance, a nice
survey on TDMA scheduling applied to wireless multihop networks can be found in [15]. In both,
intra-communication and inter-communication, we claim to the slot reuse concept in a similar way
to cellular networks. The E2E delay is analytically obtained by analyzing the corresponding open
feed-forward queuing network. To the best of our knowledge this has not been derived before in
open literature.

3. WSN Scenario

As can be observed in Figure 1, sensor are randomly distributed in a two-dimensional (2D)
area. They are represented by small white circles. All sensors are homogeneous, equipped with
identical hardware and software configuration. Also we assume omni-directional antennas with their
transmission ranges as circles. Although it is not realistic, in the first instance we do not suppose any
limitation in the range of coverage. Except the attenuation due to distance, we assume a perfect radio
channel, that is, there are no fast or slow fading effects, nor bit errors. There is only a single transceiver
unit per node. Hence, the WSN operates on a single frequency and nodes can be in one of the following
three state: transmitting, receiving or sleeping. For cluster configuration purposes, we assume that
all nodes know their actual physical location in the 2D-WSN area by applying some known location
technique (for instance, see [16–18]). To cluste WSNs we could apply some well know algorithm such
as in [19]; however the development of clustering algorithms is outside the scope of this works.
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sink

Cluster head

Cluster member

Figure 1. Wireless Sensor Network Scenario with rmax = 3.

Cells, Sensors and Cell Head Selection

Several strategies of coverage for a WSN could be considered, such as the force-based,
the grid-based and the computational geometry-based approach [20]. However, since this is not
the goal of our contribution, here we have adopted the hexagonal grid-based-approach as a start-up
solution or initial analysis. As Figure 1 shows, the monitored area is divided into cells with hexagonal
perimeter. All hexagons have the same size, defined by radius Rh (in meters). The set of hexagons
are placed in rings, forming a mosaic T [21], and each hexagon represent the coverage area of
a cluster. Then, the number of clusters in the WSN area is determined by rmax, the number of
rings that conforms the mosaic T. Clearly, for a given rmax the number of clusters is given by
Nc(rmax) = 1 + 3 · rmax(rmax + 1). Figure 1 is an example with rmax = 3 then Nc(3) = 37.

All the sensors that are located within a given hexagon form a cluster. The number of motes
(sensors) within a cluster is a 2D random variable that can be Poisson, uniform, etc. For the sake of
brevity and conciseness, here we only assume that Ms, a constant value, is the number of sensors
spread throughout the service area. Also, for simplicity, here we assume that the number of sensors for
each hexagon or group is given by Mc(rmax) = Ms/Nc(rmax).

For each cluster, a single node among all members, called cell head node (CH), acts as the receiver
of the information sensed by the other CH members. We indicate that the number of techniques to elect
one node as CH of the group is rather large [22]; but due to space limitations they are not discussed in
this paper. Hence, as a first approach used in our study we have assumed that the CH is approximately
located at the center of the hexagon.

To identify each hexagon or its own CH, we use hexagonal coordinates, 〈xh, yh〉 = 〈x, y〉h. Also, for
convenience, we introduce coordinates in polar-like (or ring) form 〈xp, yp〉 = 〈x, y〉p; which we call
polar coordinates. Both are illustrated in Figure 2 where the sink is located at the center of the sensed
area, i.e., 〈x, y〉h = 〈x, y〉p = 〈0, 0〉∗=h,p. Finally, we divide the hexagonal grid into twelve disjoint
zones: six sectors and six axes. Each sector is located between two axes. Sectors and axes are defined
according to Table 1 where polar coordinates are used.
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Figure 2. Hexagonal Coordinates 〈x, y〉h, Polar Coordinates 〈x, y〉p, Sectors Sk and Axes Ak for 0 ≤
k ≤ 5.

Table 1. Definition of Sectors Sk and Axes Ak.

Sector Condition Axes Condition

S0 0 < xp, 0 < yp < xp A0 0 < xp, yp = 0
S1 0 < xp, xp < yp < 2xp A1 0 < xp, yp = xp
S2 0 < xp, 2xp < yp < 3xp A2 0 < xp, yp = 2xp
S3 0 < xp, 3xp < yp < 4xp A3 0 < xp, yp = 3xp
S4 0 < xp, 4xp < yp < 5xp A4 0 < xp, yp = 4xp
S5 0 < xp, 5xp < yp < 6xp A5 0 < xp, yp = 5xp

4. Communication

For the communication process we distinguish between intra-cell or intra-cluster communication
and inter-cell or inter-cluster communication. The first one refers to the single-hop communication
between sensors or CH members and its CH. It deals with the information captured by sensors and
transmitted to their CH by means of a RAP; in our work we have chosen the FSA for its simplicity [8].
On the other hand, inter-cluster communications refers to the communication from CHs located at
ring rp to neighboring CHs located at ring rp−1, i.e., hop-to-hop. As a consequence, the closer a CH of
the sink is, the more traffic it will carry and, therefore, a deterministic protocol like TDMA seems more
appropriate for this case, [3].

4.1. Frame Structure

Since a single carrier is available for communication, here we recall the reuse concept that is
implemented in cellular networks (see, e.g., [23]). Two or more motes (sensors or CHs) can transmit
in the same time slot and with the same frequency if at a given receiver one of the transmissions is
received with enough power level over the others, that is, the potential co-channel interference is below
a given threshold. Then, from [23] we remember the reuse concept by which, for any two positive
integers or shift parameters i and j ≤ i the number of clusters operating at different frequency is given by
N = i2 + ij+ j2, see Table 2. Given that the work frequency in the WSN is unique, the assignment of this
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operating frequency to the sensors and/or to the CHs must be in shifts and with non-overlapping time
intervals. Then, for our two tier architecture were the intra-cluster and inter-cluster communication
ranges are different (we provides details later), two different reuse factors are considered, (ix, jx) so
Nx = i2x + ix jx + j2x (x = Intra, x = Inter). NIntra and NInter are the number of time intervals or time
slots per frame that are assigned for, respectively, intra-cluster and inter-cluster communications.
Clearly we expect that NIntra < NInter. The quantification of both parameters depends mainly on the
maximum radio co-channel interference allowed and is out of the scope of this paper.

Table 2. Cluster Size Nx = i2x + ix jx + j2x.

ix, jx 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . . .

0 0
1 1 3
2 4 7 12
3 9 13 19 27
4 16 21 28 37 48
5 25 31 39 49 61 75
6 36 43 52 63 76 91 108
7 49 57 67 79 93 109 127 147
8 64 73 84 97 112 129 148 169 192
9 81 91 103 117 133 151 171 193 217 243
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

. . .

Figure 3 shows the proposed Combi-Frame. It is basically composed of the contention sub-frame,
hereinafter the CONT sub-frame, and the TDMA sub-frame. We must highlight the fact that each
cluster uses exactly one contention slot per CONT sub-frame for intra-cluster communication and one
TDMA slot per TDMA sub-frame for inter-cluster communication. While the first communication
is between the sensors and its CH, the latter refers to the communication between CHs. Then, by
choosing the two pairs (ix, jx) (x = Intra, Inter), we can select cluster sizes Nx and consequently the
length of the Combi-Frame. This allows us to balance the trade-off between interference and network
throughput. For example, a high Nintra increases the geographical distance between CHs that use
the same transmission slot, which implies a longer CONT sub-frame, and consequently longer delay.
The same argument applies for Ninter.

1 2 N
intra 1 2 N

inter

1 2 N
msC

1 2 N
msT

T
msC

T
msT

Combi-Frame

TDMA sub-frameContention sub-frame

Figure 3. Combi-Frame Structure.
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The duration of one contention slots is equal to TIntra and the duration of one TDMA slot is equal
to TInter. Additionally, each contention slot and TDMA slot is divided, respectively into NmsC and
NmsT mini-slots. Therefore, the duration of the Combi-Frame is,

TCF = TCONT + TTDMA =

= NIntra · TIntra + NInter · TInter = NIntra(NmsC · TmsC) + NInter(NmsT · TmsT) = NmsCF · Tms.
(1)

In Equation (1) the duration of both sub-frames are identified as, TCONT = Nintra · TIntra and
TTDMA = Ninter · TInter respectively. Also, TIntra = NmsC · TmsC, TInter = NmsT · TmsT and NmsCF =

NIntra · NmsC + NInter · NmsT . The last equality in (1) comes with the assumption that Tms = TmsC =

TmsT , to be used in the rest of the paper unless otherwise stated.
The value of TIntra depends of the RAP that is implemented. Adopting the FSA protocol to our

scenario, the length of the FSA frame is equal to one slot, i.e., to NmsC mini-slot. On the other hand, in
general, the assumption of low traffic is not valid for inter-cluster communication, in particular for
CHs quite close to the sink. Hence, the remainder of the Combi-Frame comprises a TDMA sub-frame,
used by the CHs to forward traffic to the sink. We specify that each CH gets exactly one transmission
slot, therefore NmsT mini-slots per TDMA sub-frame, hence NmsT is the maximum number of data
packet per TDMA sub-frame that a CH can transmit.

4.2. Slot Assignment for Intra-Cell and Inter-Cell Communications

Perfect synchronization between all nodes of the WSN is assumed, although we discuss this
assumption in Section 4.5. It means that each CH and its members are aware which sub-frame, CONT
or TDMA, is really in progress. We identify the first (second) case as mode CONT (mode T DMA).
Furthermore, all nodes must been able to identify the time slot that is currently running for contention
-when a CH member is transmitting to its CH-, reception, sleeping or transmission, respectively
denoted as mode C, and modes R, S and T . For example, all nodes must be in mode R during
synchronization phase to receive external synchronization signals, not shown in Figure 3.

Based on its cell coordinates 〈x, y〉∗=h,p and the cluster size Nz (z = Intra, Inter), each node is
able to unambiguously derive the time slot T(xh, yh) it may use in the mode CONT or in the mode
T DMA, see Table 3. It is worth mentioning that for a given value pair 〈x, y〉∗ several solutions can be
envisaged. For example, for the pair 〈x, y〉h = 〈2, 1〉h, in addition to the expression [2xh + 1yh] mod 7
shown in the table, we can also use [5xh + 3yh] mod 7, one assignment that turns out to be a rotation
of the previous one. Then, during the TDMA sub-frame, all nodes are in mode T DMA and for a
given time slot all CHs will be in one of the three modes,R, S or T while all non-head nodes switch
to mode S . In mode T , a CH located at ring rp can transmit data packets to some other neighbor
CHs located in the inner ring rp − 1 while in mode R, the same CH can receive data packets from
some other neighbor CHs located in the outer ring rp + 1 (this is part of the routing algorithm that is
described in the next section). In addition, vice versa, in the TDMA sub-frame, a CH cannot receive
packets from other nodes while it is in mode T neither transmit packets to other nodes while it is in
modeR. See Figure 4 the details of which are explained later.

During the CONT sub-frame, all nodes are in mode CONT . When a cluster receives the
assignment of one time slot, all nodes except the CH will be in mode T if they have sensed data to
deliver or in mode S otherwise, while the CH will be in modeR to receive data from its CH members.
CH members will send sensed information to its own CH according to the implemented RAP, FSA in
our case. During the other time slots of the CONT sub-frame, all nodes of that cluster, including the
CH, will remain in mode S . As for CH, when we consider the modeR in the CONT sub-frame, i.e.,
receiving information from the members of its group, we will use the mode C notation instead; just
to avoid possible confusion with the modeR in the TDMA sub-frame. In addition, we mention that
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any sensor could collect data from its own sensor panel at any time, regardless of which sub-frame is
actually in progress and regardless of the mode, C,R, S or T functioning.

Table 3. Cluster Size Nx = i2x + ix jx + j2x, (x = Nintra, Ninter) and Slot Assignment for Transmission for
any CH 〈x, y〉h.

ix jx Nx T(xh, yh)

1 1 3 [xh + yh] mod 3

2 0 4 2xh mod 4 + yh mod 2
2 1 7 [2xh + yh] mod 7
2 2 12 [2xh + 2yh + xh mod 2] mod 12

3 0 9 3xh mod 9 + yh mod 3
3 1 13 [3xh + yh] mod 13
3 2 19 [3xh + 2yh] mod 19
3 3 27 [3xh + 3yh + xh mod 3] mod 27

4 0 16 4xh mod 16 + yh mod 4
4 1 21 [4xh + yh] mod 21
4 2 28 [4xh + 2yh + xh mod 2] mod 28
4 3 37 [4xh + 3yh] mod 37
4 4 48 [4xh + 4yh + xh mod 4] mod 48

5 0 25 5xh mod 25 + yh mod 5
5 1 31 [5xh + yh] mod 31
5 2 39 [5xh + 2yh] mod 39
5 3 49 [5xh + 3yh] mod 49
5 4 61 [5xh + 4yh] mod 61
5 5 75 [5xh + 5yh + xh mod 5] mod 75

6 0 36 6xh mod 36 + yh mod 6
6 1 43 [6xh + yh] mod 43
6 2 52 [6xh + 2yh + xh mod 2] mod 52
6 3 63 [6xh + 3yh + xh mod 3] mod 63
6 4 76 [6xh + 4yh + xh mod 2] mod 76
6 5 91 [6xh + 5yh] mod 91
6 6 108 [6xh + 6yh + xh mod 6] mod 108

...
...

...
...
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Figure 4. Routing Probabilities for Load Balancing from Ring 4 to Ring 1 in Sector S1.
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4.3. The Communication Range

The communication range required for both type of communication will dependent of the number
of rings, rmax, that conforms the WSN. For a large value of rmax, the WSN shape looks like a hexagon,
see Figure 1, with an area equal to 3

√
3R2

HEX/2. If RWSN is the radius of the circle with equal area
to the hexagon, we have 33/4RHEX = (2π)1/2RWSN . In our topology, the number of CH including
the sink is given by Nc(rmax) = 1 + 3 · rmax(rmax + 1). Then, the area of a given cluster, a small
hexagon, is Ac(rmax) = πR2

WSN/Nc(rmax), all with the same size. Approximating the coverage
area of a cluster by a circle, its radio Rc(rmax) is given by the equation πR2

c (rmax) = Ac(rmax),
so Rc(rmax) = RWSN/

√
Nc(rmax). Hence, for intra-cluster communication, RC = Rc(rmax) is the

minimum communication range. For inter-cluster communication, assuming that the CHs are located
in the center of the hexagon, the distance between two closest CHs is given by

√
3Rh(rmax) where

Rh(rmax) = KRWSN/
√

Nc(rmax) is the radius of a small hexagon (a cluster) and K =
√

2π/33/2 ≈
1.0996. Then, for inter-cluster communication, RT =

√
3Rh(rmax) is the minimum communication

range required. These parameters are used in Section 8.

4.4. Inter-Cell Routing and Load Balancing

Here we adopt the inter-cell routing protocol between CHs presented in [24]. CHs at ring rp

deliver the information to the nearest CH(s) at ring rp − 1. More specifically, a CH located on one of the
axes A0 to A5 and ring rp transfer the information to the CH located in the same axes but at ring rp − 1,
for example 〈3, 3〉h → 〈2, 2〉h, see Figure 4. In addition, non-axes CHs transfer the information to two
inner-ring neighbors, for example 〈2, 3〉h → 〈2, 2〉h with probability p〈2,3〉h−〈2,2〉h and 〈2, 3〉h → 〈1, 2〉h
with probability p〈2,3〉h−〈1,2〉h , (p〈2,3〉h−〈2,2〉h + p〈2,3〉h−〈1,2〉h = 1). The routing probabilities are chosen
according to the load balancing principle between CHs of the same ring. For instance, let us consider
the routing probabilities from ring 3 to ring 2, where the traffic load in each CH is ρk, with k = 3, 2
respectively (intuitively ρ3 < ρ2, this is formally discussed in Section 6). Apart from the local traffic,
the exogenous load received at CH 〈2, 2〉h, e2, is equal to e2 = p〈2,3〉h−〈2,2〉h ρ3 + ρ3 + p〈3,2〉h−〈2,2〉h ρ3 =

(2p〈2,3〉h−〈2,2〉h + 1)ρ3) where the last equality follows from the symmetry of the load balancing, i.e.,
p〈2,3〉h−〈2,2〉h = p〈3,2〉h−〈2,2〉h . In addition, the exogenous load received at CH 〈1, 2〉h, also e2, is equal to
e2 = p〈1,3〉h−〈1,2〉h ρ3 + p〈2,3〉h−〈1,2〉h ρ3 = 2p〈1,3〉h−〈1,2〉h ρ3, since p〈1,3〉h−〈1,2〉h = p〈2,3〉h−〈1,2〉h . Then, from
the above equations we identify 2p〈2,3〉h−〈2,2〉h + 1 = 2p〈2,3〉h−〈1,2〉h , that is, p〈2,3〉h−〈1,2〉h = 3/4. Figure 4
shows the case of CHs located in the set A1 ∪ S1 ∪ A2 for rings 2 ≤ rp ≤ 5. The generalization to
arbitrary rings and sectors can be found in Table II of [24].

4.5. Synchronization of the WSN

Synchronization is a basic requirement of all TDMA schemes, so it is of capital importance in our
WSN. Traditional protocols such as the Network Time Protocol (NTP) are designed for wired networks
but for WSN scenarios other suitable algorithm has been deployed such as, the Reference Broadcast
Synchronization (RBS) algorithm [25], the Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks (TPSN) [26] and
the Flooding Time Synchronization Protocol (FTSP) [27]. The RBS eliminates the uncertainty of the
sender by removing the sender from the critical path and at the same time the receivers exchange
information to achieve the synchronization. The TPSN is appropriated to a tree network topology.
Each node is assigned to a level, and only one node, the root -in our case the sink-, resides on level
zero. FTSP is another protocol similar to TPSN, but offers some improvements to the disadvantages to
TPSN. Specifically FTSP is suitable in tree topologies and provides multi-hop synchronization. It is
a master-slave architecture in which the root node, the sink, provides the global time and all other
nodes synchronize their clocks to that of the sink. [28] offers a summary where several synchronization
methods for WSN are compared.

As in [10] the synchronization to account in our WSN scenario corresponds to a cluster-tree
topology. This topology make time synchronization between nodes much simpler that in other
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topologies such as the mesh topology. Compared with most other TDMA- based multihop networks,
such as in [29] the implementation of a cluster-tree topology is of much lower complexity. In this
topology, the sink, which is not power constrained, can broadcast a beacon signal to all the CHs at the
begin of each Combi-Frame and, in a second step, each CH can send a beacon signal each time a CONT
sub-frame starts. Technologies such as IEEE 802.15.4 offers the beacons signals for synchronization.
This mode of operation is similar to that used in cellular systems.

As a point of reference for our discussion, we refresh some aspects of the timing advance (TA)
and the master-slave synchronization scheme implemented in the GSM-(900, 1800, 1900) system [30].
In GSM, a TDMA hierarchy (frame, multiframe, superframe and hiperframe) with 8 time-slots per
frame is built. A total of 148 bits—a normal burst—plus the equivalent to 8.25 bits as guard period
(GP) (including overheads, mainly GP and synchronization sequence), fill the time-slot of 120/208 ≈
0.5769 ms, which means a total bit rate of 270.833 kbps. over a carrier of 200 KHz bandwidth. Also,
taking into account the maximum radio of a GSM cell, 37.8 Km, the propagation delay from the base
station (BS) to the edge of the cell becomes 37.8× 103/3× 108 = 126 µs which means 34.125 bits
“in the air” or “on the fly”, i.e., the 21.84% of the time slot duration. This is why time advance (TA)
is considered in GSM and in cellular system in general. The TA values adopted in GSM are in the
range [0, 63], with each step representing an advance of one bit period, 3692 µs, equivalent to the
distance of, approximately 1180 m. For synchronization purposes, a multiframe is composed by 51
frames (FR), i.e., 408 time slots with a total duration of 51× 8× 15/26 = 235.3846 ms. approximately.
We focus on the combination IV, a down-link signaling scheme which usually is mapped into time
slot 0 (TS = 0) of a specific carrier [31]. Then, in (TS, FR) = (0, 0) the BS (in our case it would be
the sink) transmit the frequency correction burst (FB), used for frequency synchronization of the
mobiles (CHs and sensors in our case). In the same time slot of the next frame, (TS, FR) = (0, 1),
the BS transmit the synchronization burst (SB) used for time synchronization of the mobiles (CHs
and sensors in our case). For tracking purposes, both, the FB and the SB are repeated regularly 5
times per each multiframe, in particular in TS = 0 and frames (FB, SB) = (0, 1); (FB, SB) = (10, 11);
(FB, SB) = (20, 21); (FB, SB) = (30, 31) and (FB, SB) = (40, 41). It means that on average, the FB
and the SB are transmitted once each 47.0769 ms approximately. The repetition of FB and SB are also
named frequency correction channel (FCCH) and synchronization channel (SCH), respectively.

Some similar figures can be found in WSN that operate in the 868–868.8 MHz (EU),
the 902–928 MHz (USA, Canada, etc.) or 2.4 GHz Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands.
They are built upon IEEE 802.15.4 protocol using 5 MHz channels and able to transmit up to 250 Kbps
(due to protocol overload, the net bit rate is reduced by half, approximately). In fact, the PHY/MAC
layer determines the frame size, for instance in the referred IEEE 802.15.4 standard says the frame
size is 127 bytes, so we can assume data packets of size around 1000 bits, including overheads
(preamble, identifiers, CRC, etc.). Then, the transmission time of a WSN data packet turns to be equal
to 1000 bits/(250× 103 bits/s)= 4 ms, i.e., 4 µs per bit. In addition, for coverage areas of our WSN
with radio less than 600 m, the propagation delay from the sink to the edge of the WSN is around
600/3× 108 = 2 µs which means half a bit “in the air”, a very significant difference compared with
the 34.125 bits in GSM. So we surmise that, in our WSN scenario, a TA algorithm is not of imperative
necessity and can be avoided by using guard periods as suggested in [12]. On the other hand, we
need to take into account the quality of the clocks. For example, as is reported in [32], according to the
data sheet of a typical crystal-quartz oscillator commonly used in sensor networks, the frequency of
a clock varies up to 40 ppm, which means clocks of different nodes can loose as much as 40 µs in a
second (or 0.16 µs per data packet or data slot, i.e., 1/25 part of a bit). Then, some guard bands can be
inserted into the time slot structure to cover practical aspects of synchronization errors. At first glance,
in a parallel way to the GSM time-slot structure, if a GP of 8.25 bits is added to the 148 real bits of
the normal burst i.e., 5.55%, keeping the same proportion to our WSN we could have a GP of 53 bits
added to the 947 real bits, in total the 1000 bits that fill our data slot of 4 ms.
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Regarding the frequency synchronization and the time synchronization both can be periodically
updated, for instance at the beginning of each Combi-Frame, see Figure 3, i.e., one FBWSN
at the beginning of the CONT sub-frame and one SBWSN at the beginning of the TDMA
sub-frame. The repetition rate of both burst will depend on the final length of the Combi-Frame.
We recall that the FBWSN is the beacon signaling used to synchronize receiver radio to the carrier
frequency and the SBWSN for time synchronization, including some WSN parameters such as the
Combi-Frame numbering.

5. The Intra-Cluster Communication

5.1. Traffic Model

For each non CHs (mote or sensor) we assume a Poisson process with rate λ. Then, the probability
pact that a sensor becomes active during one mini slot of duration Tms = TmsC = TmsT is given by,

pact = 1− e−λTms (2)

Please note that Equation (2) is the probability that at least one data packet is generated during a
Combi-Frame. Following [8] we assume that each sensor is equipped with a unit-size buffer. Then,
taking into account the structure of the Combi-Frame, the traffic model is a Bernoulli process and
following the FSA protocol, each sensor can successfully transmit to its CH no more than one data
packet by Combi-Frame.

5.2. The Contention Process

For the contention process in the CONT sub-frame, many random access protocols can be
considered [2]. For our study, we borrow the proposal presented in [33] where the FSA is adopted.
Here we have derived the corresponding output of the contention process at each CH. Let Mc(rmax) =

Ms/Nc(rmax), in short Mc, be the number of sensors in a given cluster. Then, we have identified a
Markov chain where the observation points are located at the beginning of a C slot, see Table 4, third
column. Let us assume that at the beginning of a given Combi-Frame, we have i data packets ready for
transmission, that is, i sensors each one with one data packet. Then, with probability r each packet will
choose the actual Combi-Frame to try the access and with probability 1− r the packet will defer the
access to the next Combi-Frame. This permission probability could be estimated by means of some
centralized control and broadcast by the CH to all terminals in the cluster. Then, the probability that j
data packets (0 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ Mc) get permission to access is given by a binomial distribution, B(i, j, r).
Then, each of the j terminals with positive permission probability will choose one of the V = NmsC
mini-slots with probability 1/V.

Let S(j, k, V) denote the probability that k among j data packets get a successful access, 0 ≤ k ≤
j ≤ Mc and k ≤ min(j, V). S(j, k, V) can easily be obtained in a recursive way, see reference [34].
Combining both actions in a single expression we have,

Di
k(r, V) =

i

∑
j=k

B(i, j, r)S(j, k, V). (3)

In Equation (3) Di
k(r, V) is the probability to have k successful transmissions from a total of i

data packets ready to transmit at the beginning of a given Combi-Frame. Using the short notations,
Bi

j(r) = B(i, j, r), Sj
k(V) = S(j, k, V) we write equation Equation (3) in matrix notation,
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D(Mc, r, V) = B(Mc, r)S(Mc, V)


D0

0(r, V) 0 . . . 0
D1

0(r, V) D1
1(r, V) . . . 0

...
...

. . .
...

DMc
0 (r, V) DMc

1 (r, V) . . . DMc
Mc

(r, V)

 (4)

with B(Mc, r),

B(Mc, r) =


B0

0(r) 0 0 . . . 0
B1

0(r) B1
1(r) 0 . . . 0

B2
0(r) B2

1(r) B2
2(r) . . . 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
BMc

0 (r) BMc
1 (r) BMc

2 (r) . . . BMc
Mc

(r)

 (5)

and S(Mc, V),

S(Mc, V) =


S0

0(V) 0 0 . . . 0
S1

0(V) S1
1(V) 0 . . . 0

S2
0(V) S2

1(V) S2
2(V) . . . 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
SMc

0 (V) SMc
1 (V) SMc

2 (V) . . . SMc
Mc

(V)

 (6)

Table 4. Frame structure for nodes in A0 ∪ S0 ∪ A1 and Ring ≤ 4. (NIntra, NInter) = (4, 7).

CHh
Frame Structure :

-CONT -T DMA-
Frame Structure :

With C as Starting Point CT

〈4, 4〉 CSSS-SSSSST S- CSSS-SSSSST S- 9
〈4, 3〉 SCSS-SSST SSS- CSS-SSST SSS-S 6
〈4, 2〉 CSSS-ST SSSSS- CSSS-ST SSSSS- 5
〈4, 1〉 SCSS-SSSSSST - CSS-SSSSSST -S 9
〈4, 0〉 CSSS-SSSST SS- CSSS-SSSST SS- 8

〈3, 3〉 SSSC-SST RRRS- C-SST RRRS-SSS 3
〈3, 2〉 SSCS-T RSRSSS- CS-T RSRSSS-SS 2
〈3, 1〉 SSSC-SRSSST R- C-SRSSST R-SSS 6
〈3, 0〉 SSCS-SRST RSR- CS-SRST RSR-SS 5

〈2, 2〉 CSSS-RRRSSST - CSSS-RRRSSST - 10
〈2, 1〉 SCSS-RSSST RS- CSS-RSSST RS-S 7
〈2, 0〉 CSSS-RST RSRS- CSSS-RST RSRS- 6

〈1, 1〉 SSSC-SSST RRR- C-SSST RRR-SSS 4
〈1, 0〉 SSCS-ST RSRSR- CS-ST RSRSR-SS 3

Next we need to take into account the arrival process during a Combi-Frame. We recall that for a
given sensor, the probability to generate at least one data packet per Combi-Frame is given by, from
Equation (2), a = 1− (1− pact)NmsCF . Notice that for a fixed Poisson rate λ, a increases with NmsCF.
Also, we remember that if a given sensor senses more than one data packet per Combi-Frame, only
one of them is considered as candidate to be transmitted; the other packets are lost since each sensor is
equipped with a unit size buffer.

Using matrix notation for the arrival process, with Ai
j(a) = B(i, j, a) (binomial distribution),

we have,
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A(Mc, a) =



AMc
0 (a) AMc

1 (a) AMc
2 (a) AMc

3 (a) . . . AMc
Mc

(a)
0 AMc−1

0 (a) AMc−1
1 (a) AMc−1

2 (a) . . . AMc−1
Mc−1(a)

0 0 AMc−2
0 (a) AMc−2

1 (a) . . . AMc−2
Mc−2(a)

0 0 0 AMc−3
0 (a) . . . AMc−3

Mc−3(a)
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 0 0 . . . A0

0(a)


(7)

Combining the departure and the arrival processes, respectively Equations (4) and (7) we get,

PC = Dm(Mc, r, V) · A(Mc, a) =

=


D0

0(r, V) 0 0 . . . 0
D1

1(r, V) D1
0(r, V) 0 . . . 0

D2
2(r, V) D2

1(r, V) D2
0(r, V) . . . 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
DMc

Mc
(r, V) DMc

Mc−1(r, V) DMc
Mc−2(r, V) . . . DMc

0 (r, V)

 · A(Mc, a)
(8)

Observe that, in Equation (8), the elements of matrix Dm(Mc, r, V) are the elements of the matrix
D(Mc, r, V) defined in Equation (4) but are sorted in a different way. Let PC;i,j denote the general term
of PC; it is given by PC;i,j = ∑i

k=max(0, i− j) Di
k(r, V)AMc−i+k

j−i+k (a), and it is explained as follows. At the
beginning a Combi-Frame we have Mc − i inactive terminals and i terminals with a data packet in
its unit size buffer ready to compete for access. Let us assume that k out of i terminals gain access,
this will happen with probability Di

k(r, V), so Mc − (i− k) terminals becomes idle and i− k remains
active. Let us assume that j− (i− k) out of Mc − (i− k) terminals generate one data packet during the
present Combi-Frame, this will happen with probability AMc−i+k

j−i+k (a). Given the independence of the
departure and arrival processes PC;i,j follows.

Clearly, the steady state probabilities πC = [πC,0, πC,1, . . . , πC,Mc ] are obtained by solving the
system πC = πCPC with the normalization condition of πCe = 1, where e is a column vector with all
its elements equal to 1. The subscript C in the probability denotes the contention process. Then, for
our Combi-Frame scenario, the output of the contention process, expressed in terms of its probability
generating function (PGF) is,

L(z) =
V=NmsC

∑
k=0

πC,kzk (9)

In Equation (9) L(z) denotes the local traffic in each cluster. Obviously the following condition
L
′
(z = 1) = L

′
(1) ≤ NmsC is satisfied. Some additional details can be found in [33].

6. The Inter-Cluster Communication

6.1. The Traffic Load and the Stability Conditions

Here we assume that buffer capacity or queue size in each CH is infinite. As has been pointed out
in a previous section, data packets will flow downstream from external rings towards to the sink. Let
us consider a total number of rmax rings. For any given CH located at ring k and based on the principle
of load balancing pointed out in the previous section, the normalized average number of data packets
transmitted per TDMA slot in the TDMA sub-frame, ρk, is,

ρk = ck
L′(1)
NmsT

, for 1 ≤ k ≤ rmax. (10)
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with
crmax = 1; ck = 1 +

#CHk+1
#CHk

ck+1, for k < rmax. (11)

being #CHk the number of CHs at ring k. Table 5 shows the values of ck for several sizes of the WSN
(rmax = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 7. and #CHk = 1, 6, 12, . . . , 42). Clearly we must have 1 > ρ1 > ρ2 > . . . > ρrmax =

L′(1)/NmsT where the first inequality gives the stability condition of the WSN. Please note that the
sink also acts as a CH; although we do not pay attention to the traffic load supported by the sink, ρ0,
since we assume that it is connected to the data center through a high bandwidth link and with no
power limitation. Also, observe that the term “1” in ck, Equation (11), reflects the local traffic while the
other term takes into account the exogenous traffic offered to a CH from external rings.

Table 5. Coefficients ck according to Equation (11).

rmax
Ring k (#CHk)

0 (1) 1 (6) 2 (12) 3 (18) 4 (24) 5 (30) 6 (36) 7 (42) . . .

0 1 (sink)
1 1 + 6 1
2 1 + 18 3 1
3 1 + 36 6 5/2 1
4 1 + 60 10 9/2

7/3 1
5 1 + 90 15 14/2

12/3
9/4 1

6 1 + 126 21 20/2
18/3

15/4
11/5 1

7 1 + 168 28 27/2
25/3

22/4
18/5

13/6 1
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

. . .

6.2. The Embedded Markov Chain

Let F(z) = ∑∞
i=0 fizi be the PGF of the number of packets that arrive to a tagged CH during a

Combi-Frame. F(z) is composed of two factors; the local traffic, L(z) = ∑V
k=0 πC,kzk, see Equation (9),

and the exogenous traffic that comes from some CHs located in the neighboring outer ring. We observe
the Combi-Frame of our tagged CH at the beginning of a T -slot, see Table 6, the right column.
The instants at which the T -slots begins define an embedded Markov chain where the steady state
probabilities πT = [πT,0, πT,1, . . . ] are given by the following PGF,

πT(z) =
∞

∑
k=0

πT,kzk =

NmsT−1

∑
i=0

(zNmsT − zi)πT,i

zNmsT − F(z)
F(z),

(12)

Due to the lack of space, we omit the derivation of Equation (12), which can be found in [24]. Here
we just mention a few details. First, we remark that πT,k is the probability, in steady-state, that at the
beginning of a T slot, our tagged CH has k data packets in its queue. Second, although the dimension
of πT is infinity (compare with πC) πT(z) is determined with a finite number of values, that is,
πT,0, πT,1, πT,2, ...πT,NmsT−1. Third, from Rouché’s theorem (see [35]) the denominator of Equation (12),
zNmsT − F(z), has exactly NmsT zeros in |z| ≤ 1. Since πT(z) must be analytical in |z| ≤ 1, the zeros
in the denominator must also be zeros in the numerator. Let us denote by r̂0 = 1, r̂1, r̂2, ...r̂NmsT−1 the
set of NmsT roots of zNmsT − F(z) in |z| ≤ 1, e.g. r̂NmsT

i − F(r̂i) = 0, for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , NmsT − 1. Then,
the set of probabilities πT,0, πT,1, πT,2, ...πT,NmsT−1 can be obtained by solving the following system of
NmsT linear equations,
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NmsT−1

∑
i=0

(NmsT − i)πT,i = NmsT − F′(1) > 0

NmsT−1

∑
i=0

(r̂NmsT
k − r̂i

k)πT,i = 0; k = 1, 2, 3, . . . NmsT − 1

(13)

Observe that the first equation in Equation (13) comes from the fact that limz→1 πT(z) = 1
(l’Hopital rule) and the inequality is mandatory due to ergodicity conditions.

Table 6. Frame structure for nodes in A0 ∪ S0 ∪ A1. (NIntra, NInter) = (3, 7) and Ring ≤ 4.

RING CH Frame Structure :
CONT -T DMA-

Frame Structure :
With T as Starting Point

4

〈4, 4〉 SSC-SSSSST S- T S-SSC-SSSSS
〈4, 3〉 SCS-SSST SSS- T SSS-SCS-SSS
〈4, 2〉 CSS-ST SSSSS- T SSSSS-CSS-S
〈4, 1〉 SSC-SSSSSST - T -SSC-SSSSSS
〈4, 0〉 SCS-SSSST SS- T SS-SCS-SSSS

3

〈3, 3〉 CSS-SST RRRS- T RRRS-CSS-SS
〈3, 2〉 SSC-T RSRSSS- T RSRSSS-SSC-
〈3, 1〉 SCS-SRSSST R- T R-SCS-SRSSS
〈3, 0〉 CSS-SRST RSR- T RSRCSS-SRS-

2
〈2, 2〉 SCS-RRRSSST - T -SCS-RRRSSS
〈2, 1〉 CSS-RSSST RS- T RS-CSS-RSSS
〈2, 0〉 SSC-RST RSRS- T RSRS-SSC-RS

1 〈1, 1〉 SSC-SSST RRR- T RRR-SSC-SSS
〈1, 0〉 SCS-ST RSRSR- T RSRSR-SCS-S

6.3. On the Input Process in the Inter-Cluster Communication

In order to quantify F(z), first, notice that CONT slots and the TDMA slots in a Combi-Frame are
sorted differently, depending of the CH under study. For rmax = 4, NIntra = 3 and NInter = 7, column
-CONT -T DMA- in Table 6 shows the frame structure of each CH located in the 60 degree area
A0 ∪ S0 ∪ A1. However, as has been said in previous sub-section, for analysis purposes, we assume
that all frames start with a transmission slot T ; see the right column of Table 6. The corresponding
shift in time between frames is taken into account later on, when considering the transfer delay
from the original CH until the sink. Then, assuming independence of the arrival process between
disjoint time slots, and denoting by Ai(z) as the PGF of the number of arrivals during the time slot i,
i = 0, 1, . . . , NsCF − 1; (NsCF = NInter + NIntra) we can write:

F(z) =
NsCF−1

∏
i=0

Ai(z), with Ai(z) =


L(z) if i ∈ C (Contention)
R〈x,y〉(z) if i ∈ R slot
1 otherwise

(14)

From Equation (14) time slot 0 is only for transmission, mode T , so A0(z) = 1. While the CH is
in mode S no transmission neither reception happen. During the mode T data packets are served
into consecutive mini-slots of a TDMA slot and are delivered to one or two CHs inner-ring neighbor.
The reception of data packets occurs in two ways. The first one, represented by L(z), refers to the local
traffic (mode C). The second way is labeled as R〈x,y〉 (modeR), deals with traffic coming from a CH
〈x, y〉 located in the neighboring outer ring.
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According to the routing scheme between CHs, the PGFs of the arrival processes F(z) at any
CH located at ring rp, is related to the local traffic and to the output processes of the neighboring
CHs located in ring rp+1. We denote by D〈x,y〉(z) (departure) the PDF of the output process at CH
〈x, y〉. In the next lines we derive the analytical expression of that process and provide the relationship
between Ai(z), D〈x,y〉(z) and the local traffic L(z).

6.4. On the Output Process in the Inter-Cluster Communication

It is straightforward to see that, from Equation (12), the departure process in a given CH, in short
D(z), i.e., the number of customers served during one transmission slot (TDMA sub-frame), can be
expressed as, in terms of its PDF,

D(z) =
NmsT

∑
i=0

dizi = zNmsT −
NmsT−1

∑
i=0

πT,i
(
zNmsT − zi) (15)

Clearly,

D′(1) = NmsT −
NmsT−1

∑
i=0

πT,i
(

NmsT − i
)
= F′(1) (16)

The last equality in Equation (16) comes from the fact that under the stead-state condition,
the service rate and the arrival rate per Combi-Frame are coincident.

Then, back to Equation (14) and to Table 6 we have, for instance, CH 〈3, 1〉h with pattern
T R-SCS-SRSSS- receives information from CH 〈4, 1〉h at time slot 1 and from CH 〈4, 2〉h at time
slot 6; the local information (mode C) is captured at time-slot 3, see also the bottom of Figure 5. That is,
in hexagonal coordinates, the Ai(z) associated with CH 〈3, 1〉h are,

A1(z) = R〈4,1〉h(z) = p〈4,1〉h−〈3,1〉h D〈4,1〉h(z) + p〈4,1〉h−〈3,1〉h
A3(z) = L(z), local traffic.
A6(z) = R〈4,2〉h(z) = p〈4,2〉h−〈3,1〉h D〈4,2〉h(z) + p〈4,2〉h−〈3,1〉h
Ai(z) = 1, elsewhere.

with p〈x,y〉h−〈u,v〉h = 1− p〈x,y〉h−〈u,v〉h .
The previous expressions imply that the routing decision is taken slot by slot. Alternatively, we

could decide packet by packet, which means that, in A1(z) and A6(z), pD〈x,y〉(z) + p must be replaced
by D〈x,y〉(pz + p). The first option seems more appropriated from the point of view of energy efficiency,
since after detecting an empty mini-slot the CH can enter into the mode S , remaining in this state at
least until the end of the current time slot.
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Shifted frame structure for the queuing model at CH <3,1>h
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TCONT=NintraTintra TTDMA=NinterTinter

C: Contention

R: Reception

S: Sleeping (omitted)

T: Transmission

C RT R

Figure 5. The role of Ai(z) in several nodes located at S0 when rmax = 4.

7. End-To-End Delay Analysis

Using the previous queue model, in the following lines we derive the end-to-end (E2E) delay of an
arbitrary data packet, from the instant it is sensed by a sensor until the pack reaches the sink. Previously
we formulate the sojourn time of that data packet in a given CH. For that purpose, we realize that
the average number of packets found at the beginning of a transmission slot T can be derived from
Equation (12). After some simple algebra we can write,

π′T(1) = F′(1) +
F′′(1)− D′′(1)

2[NmsT − F′(1)]
(17)

7.1. Sojourn Times in a CH

For each CH under study, let us denote by bi the mean number of data packets at the beginning of
the time slot i (i = 0, 1, ..., NsCF − 1) of a Combi-Frame. Then, bi can be expressed as,

bi =



π′T(1), for i = 0 See Equation (17)

π′T(1)− D′(1), for i = 1

b1 +
i−1

∑
j=1

A′j(1), for i = 2, . . . , NsCF

(18)

where the Aj(z) are given in Equation (14). See Figure 5 where several nodes located at A0 ∪ S0 ∪ A1∪
are involved. Now we identify Zi = NmsC, respectively Zi = NmsT , if i ∈ intra time slot, respectively
i ∈ inter time slot. Obviously Z0 = NmsT since time slot 0 is the transmission slot, mode T . In addition,
we approximate the mean number of data packets in the system as,
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Np =

NsCF−1

∑
i=0

Zibi

NmsCF
(19)

Therefore, the mean dwell time (waiting + service) of an arbitrary data packet in a given CH,
expressed in Combi-Frames, can be estimated as (Little formula),

W(st, CF) =
Np

D′(1)
=

Np
F′(1)

(20)

where the last equality in Equation (20) is obtained using Equation (16). Alternatively, expressing
Equation (20) in mini-slots we have:

W(st, ms) = W(st, CF)NmsCF (21)

7.2. Local and Exogenous Traffic

For each CH, the arrival local (exogenous) traffic is given by the Ai(z) factors located at the CONT
(TDMA) sub-frame. Let us denote byrL (rE) be the fraction of local (exogenous) traffic managed by a
given CH. rL (rE) is given by,

rL =
L′(1)

L′(1) + ∑
i∈TDMA

A′i(1)
=

L′(1)
F′(1)

= 1− rE. (22)

Then, taking into account Equation (22), Equation (21) can be split into the following three terms,

W(st, ms) = rLCT + ∑
i∈TDMA

A′i(1)
F′(1)

RiT + Wr. (23)

In Equation (23), the first terms refers to the local traffic; CT is the distance in number of mini–slots
between the end of the successful slot C for our tagged data packet and the end of the first available
transmission slot T of our CH in the TDMA sub-frame, see the values in the fourth column of Table 4.
The second term of Equation (23) deals with the exogenous traffic; RiT is the distance in number of
mini-slots between the end of the reception slot Ri and the end of the transmission slot T of our
CH (notice that the reception slot Ri is coincident with the transmission slot T i of some CH in the
neighboring outer ring), see Tables 4 and 6. Finally Wr is the residual mean sojourn time in a given CH
which is common to the local and to the exogenous traffic streams (we have not taken into account the
option of priorities).

Therefore, to evaluate each term in Equation (23) we proceed as follows. First, following the
model in Section 7.1 we obtain W(st, ms), Equation (21); second we follow the analysis of Section 7.2
and we get the fractions rL and rE, Equation (22), i.e., the first two terms in Equation (23), and third, we
derive Wr by subtracting the aforementioned two first terms from the total, W(st, ms). Observe that
for a very low traffic load, only the first two terms of Equation (23) will contribute to W(st, ms) since
Wr will be practically null. This fact has been validated through the use of a parallel queue model
outlined in Section 7.5.

7.3. Delay of a Tagged Data Packet

We defined the mean sojourn time of a given tagged data packet as the time interval elapsed
from the instant it is generated until it is delivered to the sink. For example, let WL

〈3,5〉p denote the
sojourn time of a data packet from the moment it is generated by a mote in cluster 〈3, 5〉p until
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it reaches the sink (L stand from local). For example, let us consider the CHs that belong to the
set R3 ∩ (A1 ∪ S1 ∪ A2) (here ring 3 =R3, axes 1, 2 and sector 1), i.e., 〈3, 3〉p, 〈3, 4〉p, 〈3, 5〉p, 〈3, 6〉p,
see Figure 4. In vector—matrix notation, we have,

WL
〈3,6〉

WL
〈3,5〉

WL
〈3,4〉

WL
〈3,3〉


p

=


AC〈3,6〉
AC〈3,5〉
AC〈3,4〉
AC〈3,3〉


p

+


CT〈3,6〉
CT〈3,5〉
CT〈3,4〉
CT〈3,3〉


p

+


RW〈3,6〉
RW〈3,5〉
RW〈3,4〉
RW〈3,3〉


p

(24)

In a compact way we write previous equation as,

WL
1,1,2(3) = AC1,1,2(3) + CT1,1,2(3) + RW1,1,2(3) (25)

with the short notation, A1, S1, A2 = 1, 1, 2, and R3 = 3. In Equation (24), AC〈i,j〉p , refers to the delay
of our packet in the contention process at CH 〈i, j〉p. CT〈i,j〉p , accounts for the number of mini-slots
between the end of the successful slot C (mode C) and the end of the first available slot T (mode T )
in the TDMA sub-frame; see Table 4, fourth column where CT〈i,j〉p is expressed in number of slots.

In addition, RW〈i,j〉p is the remaining sojourn time to reaches the sink; in other words, RW〈i,j〉p is the
elapsed time between the end of the first available transmission slot T in CH 〈i, j〉p until our packet
reaches the sink. In vector-matrix notation, RW〈i,j〉p is expressed as,


RW〈3,6〉
RW〈3,5〉
RW〈3,4〉
RW〈3,3〉


p

=


Wr
〈3,6〉

Wr
〈3,5〉

Wr
〈3,4〉

Wr
〈3,3〉


p

+ PE1,1,2(3)



TT〈3,6〉,〈2,4〉
TT〈3,5〉,〈2,4〉
TT〈3,5〉,〈2,3〉
TT〈3,4〉,〈2,3〉
TT〈3,4〉,〈2,2〉
TT〈3,3〉,〈2,2〉


p

+ P1,1,2(3)

 RW〈2,4〉
RW〈2,3〉
RW〈2,2〉


p

(26)

and writing previous expression in a compact way,

RW1,1,2(3) = Wr
1,1,2(3) + PE1,1,2(3)TT1,1,2(3) + P1,1,2(3)RW1,1,2(2) (27)

In Equation (27), PE1,1,2(3) (stands from matrix P Extended) takes into account the routing
probabilities between two neighboring sets of CH, in our example R3 ∩ (A1 ∪ S1 ∪ A2)→ R2 ∩ (A1 ∪
S1 ∪ A2). From the principle of load balancing, see Figure 4, we get,

PEA1,S1,A2(R3) = PE1,1,2(3) =


1 0 0 0 0 0
0 p〈3,5〉,〈2,4〉 p〈3,5〉,〈2,3〉 0 0 0
0 0 0 p〈3,4〉,〈2,3〉 p〈3,4〉,〈2,2〉 0
0 0 0 0 0 1


p

(28)

TT〈i,j〉p ,〈k,l〉p is the number of mini-slots between the transmission slot T of CH 〈i, j〉p and the
transmission slot T of CH 〈k, l〉p. Finally,
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P1,1,2(3) = PE1,1,2(3)



1 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1


(29)

Then, the E2E transfer delay for each data packet generated at Rk ∩ (A1 ∪ S1 ∪ A2) with k =

1, 2, . . . , rmax, WL
1,1,2(k), can be evaluate as,

WL
1,1,2(k) = AC1,1,2(k) + CT1,1,2(k) + RW1,1,2(k) (30)

with,

RW1,1,2(k) = Wr
1,1,2(k) + PE1,1,2(k)TT1,1,2(k) + P1,1,2(k)RW1,1,2(k− 1) ; 1 < k ≤ rmax (31)

and bounding value,
RW1,1,2(1) = Wr

1,1,2(1) + PE1,1,2(1)TT1,1,2(1) (32)

7.4. Algorithmic Procedure

Here we summarize the procedure. First, we obtain the output and the delay of the contention
process, L(z) and as AC(z), with mean values L

′
(1) = L and AC

′
(1) = AC, respectively. Observe

that this is executed for each CH. Second, the ergodicity conditions ρ1 < 1 must be satisfied at all
CHs located at ring 1. Otherwise, the offered traffic at local level must be reduced until the ergodicity
condition is met. Third, for each CH of every ring we obtain the sojourn time, Equations (20) and (21);
first for all CHs located in the outermost ring, second for all CHs located in the inner ring next to the
previous one, and so on, until reaching the first neighbor ring of the sink. Fourth, from Equation (23) we
obtain Wr

〈x,y〉 for all CHs of every ring. Finally we evaluate the end-to-end delay using Equations (30)
and (31).

7.5. Model Validation

Some aspects of the Markovian model have been validated in previous work. In particular, in [36]
the FSA as RAP was validated for a wide range of traffic load by extensive computer simulations,
showing excellent accuracy. With regard to the TDMA model, the validation has been conducted to
the particular case of very low data traffic. For that purpose we have derived a parallel model, rather
simpler than the previous one, that allows the calculation of the E2E delay of an isolated data packet
generated at an arbitrary sensor located at a given CH. Then, the result has been compared with the
previous general model with very low traffic load. The results of this verification procedure offer a
perfect fit. Due to the lack of space, we have omitted the details of that particular queuing model. Here
we only outline the main aspects in the following way.

Let us consider a data packet generated at a sensor in the coverage area of CH 〈4, 3〉h, see
Figure 5. Then, since our tagged data packet is alone, it will gain the access with no collisions. Then,
AC〈4,3〉h = NmsC mini-slots (the first term of Equation (24)) since our tagged packet is transferred
to its CH at time slot C# = 1 of the CONT sub-frame. Next we account for the CT〈4,3〉h term (the
second term of Equation (24)) and it is given by CT〈4,3〉h = (Nintra − C#) · NmnC + (T# + 1) · NmnT =

(3− 1)× NmnC + (3 + 1) · NmnT minislots. Next we take into account the third term of Equation (24),
RW〈4,3〉h , whose expression is given in Equation (26). Since our tagged data packet travels alone the
WSN, according to Equation (22) and to Equation (23), rE〈4,3〉p

= Wr
〈4,3〉h = 0. Finally, with regard

to the term TT〈4,3〉h ,〈3,2〉h in Equation (26) we have to account for the TDMA subframe of CH 〈4, 3〉h
as (Ninter − T#− 1) · NmnT = 3 · NmnT minislots, next for the whole duration of a CONT sub-frame
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Nintra · NmnC = 3 · NmnC = minislots and for the TDMA sub-frame of CH 〈3, 2〉h as (T# + 1) · NmnT =

1 ·NmnT minislots; in total TT〈4,3〉h ,〈3,2〉h = 3 ·NmnT + 3 ·NmnC + NmnT minislots. As another illustrative
example, it is quite straightforward to see that TT〈4,2〉h ,〈3,1〉h = 4 · NmnT .

8. The Energy Consumption Model

In this section we provide a model to evaluate the energy consumption of the nodes of the WSN.
Quite often the following energy model has been adopted in the literature The amount of energy
expended to transmit, or receive, a message of unit length at a distance d between sender and receiver,
is proportional to, respectively,

Et(d) = α11 + α2dη ; Er(d) = α12; (33)

We could also consider the energy of sensing a message, Es = α3, but typically it is much
smaller compared to Et and Er, so we ignore Es in this paper. Following [37], typical values are
α1 = α11 + α12 = 180 nJ/bit and α2 = 10 pJ/bit/m2 (if η = 2) or α2 = 0.001 pJ/bit/m4 (if η = 4).

The energy model is applied to the CONT sub-frame and to the TDMA sub-frame. In the CONT
sub-frame the energy consumption is due to the sensors when transmitting a sensed message to its
CH and to this CH when receiving this message. Since all sensors within the CH area are uniformly
distributed, for simplicity, the distance d in Equation (33) is assumed equal to the distance average
value between sensors and their CH, that is, dCONT(rmax) = (2/3)Rc(rmax), see Section 4.3. Observe
that when Nc = 1 the sink is the only CHs in the WSN, and only the CONT sub-frame without spatial
reuse is implemented. Due to the randomness of the protocol in the CONT sub-frame, the number of
attempts to successfully transmit a sensed message is a random variable. We define a contention factor,
c f (Nc(rmax)) as the mean number of attempts to transmit a message. c f (Nc(rmax)) will be greater
than one and depend basically on the type of RAP implemented, in our case FSA, and the number of
sensors, Nc(rmax), that belongs to cluster.

In the TDMA sub-frame the communication is between CHs. Assuming that the CHs are located
in the center of their hexagons, the shortest distance between two CHs belonging to two neighboring
rings is

√
3Rh(rmax), see Section 4.3. In practice, due to the irregular location of the CHs, when

applying Equation (33) we have identified dTDMA(rmax) = 2
√

3Rh(rmax).

9. Numerical Results

We consider a two tier WSN covering a circular area with radius RWSN with several nodes
or motes equal to Nm = 364. Six topologies have been studied, respectively labeled according
to the maximum number of rings, rmax = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Hence, the number of CHs in each ring
are, respectively, 1, 6, 12, 18, 24 and 30 and the total number of CHs in the WSN is Nc(rmax) = 1 +

3rmax(rmax + 1), respectively 1, 7, 19, 37, 61 and 91. Although some random distribution of the nodes
could be considered, such as a 2-D Poisson, for the sake of illustration we assume spatial uniform
distribution where the total number of nodes are equally distributed among the entire WSN area.
Nodes within a given hexagon are clustered. In a given cluster one of the nodes is elected as CH
and at the same time exempted from data sensing tasks. Keeping in mind this fact, and accounting
for an integer number of nodes, the number of sensors per clustering, Mc(rmax) is 363, 51, 18, 9,
5 and 3, see the second column of Table 7. Then, recounting the number of nodes that are finally
considered, it comes to result as N

′
m(rmax) = Nc(rmax)× (1 + #Mc(rmax)), i.e., 1× (1 + 363) = 364,

7× (1 + 51) = 364, 19× (1 + 18) = 361, 37× (1 + 9) = 370, 61× (1 + 5) = 366 and 91× (1 + 3) = 364
which show a small difference of, respectively 0, 0,−3, 6, 2 and 0 nodes, differences that we believe are
not significant for our numerical evaluation.

For the traffic model, the probability of activity per each sensor has been set to pact = 0.001 and,
adopting the FSA protocol during the CONT sub-frame, the permission probability equal to r = 1 [33].
For each one of the six scenarios we did an exhaustive search to find the most suitable parameters
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NmsC, Nintra, NmsT and Ninter; they are given in Table 7. Since each mote or member of the group can
hold at most one packet at a time not all the offered traffic is carried. According to the set of parameters
given in the first three columns of Table 7, the ratio between the carried and the offered traffic equals to
0.91900, 0.95164, 0.98941, 0.99200, 0.99283 and 0.99319 for rmax equals to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively.
From an engineering point of view we can assume that the carried traffic is roughly the same in the
six scenarios. Then, from the traffic load balance principle, see Figure 4 and Equation (10), the traffic
carried by each CH (normalized to 1) is shown in Table 7. As expected, the traffic load supported by
the CHs near the sink is much greater than that supported by the CHs that are far from the sink.

Table 7. Parameters, Nm = 364; pact = 0.001; (Nintra, Ninter)
∗ = (3, 7); NmsCF = NmsC.Nintra +

NmsT .Ninter. *If rmax = 0, Nintra = 1, Ninter = 0.

rmax Mc(rmax) N
′
m(rmax) (NmsC , NmsT) NmsCF ρ1 ρ2 ρ3 ρ4 ρ5

0 363 364 (63, 0) 63 - - - - -
1 51 364 (10, 3) 51 0.8254 - - - -
2 18 361 (3, 1) 16 0.8552 0.2850 - - -
3 9 370 (2, 1) 13 0.6967 0.2903 0.1161 - -
4 5 366 (2, 1) 13 0.6456 0.2905 0.1506 0.0645 -
5 3 364 (2, 1) 13 0.5813 0.2712 0.1550 0.0871 0.0387

9.1. Delay Analysis

Figures 6–11 show the mean value of the end-to-end (E2E) delay for the six scenarios included in
Table 7. In all of them, the sink acts as CH of the ring 0. Figure 6 is the case of a single cluster, where
only the CONT sub-frame is implemented, i.e., there is no TDMA sub-frame. The E2E delay is 118.99,
mini-slots and takes into account only the contention process based on FSA. In the other scenarios the
Combi-Frame is implemented with both sub-frames, the CONT and the TDMA. We recall that the
E2E delay for data packets generated in ring 0 is only related to the contention process since the sink
acts as CH. Those values are 76.07, 18.67, 14.55, 13.71 and 13.34 mini-slots for scenario 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5,
respectively. Observe that this E2E delay decreases as the number of rings increases, as expected.
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Figure 6. End to end delay (in mini-slots), from sensor to the sink, for rmax = 0, pact = 0.001 and
(NmsC, Nintra; NmsT , Ninter) = (63, 1; 0, 0).
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When rmax > 0 and for the ring number 1, we observe a couple of values, first the E2E delay for
A0 ∪ S0, A2 ∪ S2 and A4 ∪ S4; and second the E2E delay for A1 ∪ S1, A3 ∪ S3 and A5 ∪ S5. For example,
in Figure 7, those E2E delays are 157.06 and 167.06 mini-slots, respectively. This relative asymmetry can
be balanced by rotating, from time to time, the slot allocation in the TDMA sub-frame, independently
of the CONT sub-frame. A more pronounced asymmetry is observed at ring numbers 2, . . . , rmax. More
precisely, in Figures 8–11, we realize that A0 ∪ S0, A1 ∪ S1 and A5 ∪ S5 conform the “east” side set
while A2 ∪ S2, A3 ∪ S3 and A4 ∪ S4 conform the “west” side set. For example, referring to Figure 8 with
rmax = 2 and ring=2, the average value of the E2E delay “east” is, in mini-slots, 97.77 for A0 ∪ S0, 96.27
for A1 ∪ S1 and 96.27 for A5 ∪ S5, while the delay E2E for the group “ west ” turns out to be 81.77, 80.27
and 81.77 mini-slots respectively for A2 ∪ S2, A3 ∪ S3 and A4 ∪ S4. Again, as before, the asymmetry
can be compensated by rotating from time to time the slot allocation in the TDMA sub-frame.

When rmax increases the number of members per CH decreases and the contribution of the
contending phase to the delay E2E is substantially reduced. As we can see in Figure 10 for rmax = 4
and Figure 11 for rmax = 5, the average E2E delay for ring rp = 2 are, respectively 46.75 and 43.91
mini-slot, and for ring rp = 3 the respective values are, 51.48 and 48.54 mini-slots, which are rather
similar. In fact, the main contribution in those values are mainly due to the TT〈x,y〉p ,〈x,y〉p−1

factors, see
Equations (25) and (27), i.e., the time interval between the transmission slot of a CH located on the
ring rp, which turns out to be of reception for some neighboring CHs located in the ring rp−1, and the
first available transmission slot of one mentioned neighbor CH.
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Figure 7. End to end delay (in mini-slots), from sensor to the sink, for rmax = 1, pact = 0.001 and
(NmsC, Nintra; NmsT , Ninter) = (10, 3; 3, 7).
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Figure 8. End to end delay (in mini-slots), from sensor to the sink, for rmax = 2, pact = 0.001 and
(NmsC, Nintra; NmsT , Ninter) = (3, 3; 1, 7).
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Figure 9. End to end delay (in mini-slots), from sensor to the sink, for rmax = 3, pact = 0.001 and
(NmsC, Nintra; NmsT , Ninter) = (2, 3; 1, 7).
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Figure 10. End to end delay (in mini-slots), from sensor to the sink, for rmax = 4, pact = 0.001 and
(NmsC, Nintra; NmsT , Ninter) = (2, 3; 1, 7).

9.2. Energy Consumption

For several sizes of the WSN and for several rmax, Figure 12 shows the total energy consumption,
ring by ring. The six topologies, with rmax is 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, have been analyzed for an
equivalent circular radius RWSN , equals to 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600 meters. Following the
energy consumption model, we observe that for RWSN = 100 m., a low coverage area, it is more
convenient to group all the sensors in a single cluster, i.e., rmax = 0. On the other hand, when the
coverage area increases, the energy consumption also increases, mainly due to the distance between
the members and the only CH, a role played in this case by the sink. Then, for large coverage
areas it is more appropriate to use the two tier cluster hierarchical with a high number of rmax. It is
worth mentioning that for a given ring, rp, the energy consumption increases when the coverage area
increases, as expected. Obviously, this is because the coverage area of a cluster increases with RWSN .
Nevertheless, the difference is less significant for high values of rp.
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Figure 11. End to end delay (in mini-slots), from sensor to the sink, for rmax = 5, pact = 0.001 and
(NmsC, Nintra; NmsT , Ninter) = (2, 3; 1, 7).
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Figure 12. Energy consumption for several radius of the WSN, with Ns = 364 sensors, pact = 0.001
and rmax = 5.

10. Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper, the end-to-end (E2E) delay and the energy consumption of a two tier Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) has been studied. In the WSN, sensors transmit the sensed information to
their cluster head (CH) by using some simple random access protocol (RAP) such as the Frame-Slotted
ALOHA (FSA). In a second action, the information received by the CHs is transferred in hop by
hop, ring by ring mode to the sink, by using a TDMA protocol. A Markovian model and a simple
propagation-attenuation model have been formulated to evaluate, respectively the E2E delay and the
energy consumption. The numerical results show that from the point of view of energy consumption
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and for small coverage areas, a very low number of clusters is convenient, perhaps a single one in
which the sink acts as the single CH. On the other hand, when the coverage area is big, it becomes
convenient to use several clusters grouped in concentric rings around the sink. From the point of view
of the E2E delay, it is important to note that the more CHs the WSN has the less contention delay the
data packets will experience, but the information coming from the limits far from the sink will suffer
more delay. This is due to the increase in the number of jumps to reach the sink, although the increase
in the delay is not as high as might be expected.

Several objectives are planned for the near future, some of them are already in progress. First is to
consider that clusters near to the sink are smaller in size than clusters far from the sink [38]. This fact
would increase the density of CHs per ring near the sink in such a way that, on the one hand, it would
collect less local traffic for CH and on the other hand the retransmission of exogenous traffic would be
reduced. This strategy would reduce the frequency of CH rotation, which tends to add an excessive
communication overhead to the WSN, resulting in high energy consumption. Second, in order to avoid
that CHs close to the sink carry all the traffic coming from outer rings, to address analytical models
with mixed-routing schemes, i.e., to combine direct transmission mode with hop-by-hop transmission
mode as has been pointed out in [5]. Third, the study of a comparative analysis of the previous
architectures, taking into account key performance indicators such as flow, delay and lifetime of the
resulting wireless sensor networks.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

〈x, y〉h Hexagonal coordinates for a cluster
〈x, y〉p Polar coordinates for a cluster
rmax Maximum number of rings in the WSN area
RC Minimum range of intra-cell communication
RT Minimum range of inter-cell communication
Nm Total number of sensors or motes in the WSN area
Mc(rmax) Total number of members per cluster
Nintra Number of slots per CONT sub-frame
NmsC Number of mini-slots per CONT slot
Ninter Number of slots per T DMA sub-frame
NmsT Number of mini-slots per T DMA slot
NsCF Number of slots per Combi-Frame
NmsCF Number of mini-slots per Combi-Frame
TmsC Time duration of the CONT mini-slot
TmsT Time duration of the T DMAmini-slot
TCONT Time duration of the CONT sub-frame
TTDMA Time duration of the T DMA sub-frame
TCF Time duration of the Combi-Frame
λ Poisson arrival rate of data packets per sensor
pact Probability a sensor becomes active during one mini-slot
F(z) PGF of the input process at a CH
L(z) PGF of the output process after a CONT slot
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Ai(z) PGF of the arrival data packets at CH during slot i
D(z) PGF of the departure process at a CH after a T DMA slot
ρk Normalized traffic load at any CH of ring k
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